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My Body
Through a series of imaginative approaches to movement
and performance, choreographer Deborah Hay presents
a profound reflection on the ephemeral nature of the self
and the body as the locus of artistic consciousness.
Using the same uniquely playful poetics of her
revolutionary choreography, she delivers one of the most
revealing accounts of what art creation entails and the
ways in which the body, the center of our aesthetic
knowledge of the world, can be regarded as our most
informed teacher. My Body, The Buddhist becomes a
way into Hay's choreographic techniques, a gloss on her
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philosophy of the body (which shares much with
Buddhism), and an extraordinary artist's primer. The book
is composed of nineteen short chapters ("my body likes
to rest," "my body finds energy in surrender," "my body is
bored by answers"), each an example of what Susan
Foster calls Hay's "daily attentiveness to the body's
articulateness."
My Body is MY Body is a simple rhyming book for
children that creates a safe space for families and
communities to begin the conversation about body safety
and boundaries. Children learn that they have the power
to use their voices to help prevent and stop unwanted
touching and sexual abuse. With resources included, My
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Body is MY Body is an informative and helpful tool for
everyone.
Acclaimed book, now in English and Spanish, helps
adults teach children about abuse, getting help, and how
to set boundaries to stay safe. Without being taught about
body boundaries, a child may be too young to understand
when abuse is happening—or that it’s wrong. Now
available in a bilingual English-Spanish edition, My Body
Belongs to Me /Mi cuerpo me pertenece offers a tool
parents, teachers, and counselors can use to sensitively
share and discuss the topic of sexual abuse. Through
simple language and colorful illustrations, this
straightforward, gentle book guides young children to
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understand that their private parts belong to them alone.
The overriding message is that if someone touches your
private parts, tell your mom, your dad, your teacher, or
another safe adult. In a country where, according to
estimates from the CDC, one in four girls and one in six
boys will be sexually abused before age eighteen, this
book is an essential abuse-prevention resource to help
children feel, be, and stay safe. Using her experience
working as a New York City prosecutor of child abuse
and sex crimes, Jill Starishevsky has crafted a book that
addresses body boundaries in a way that kids can
understand and that doesn’t seem scary or heavyhanded. Includes, in both English and Spanish, a letter to
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adults at the beginning and a section in the back with
suggestions and resources for discussing the book with
children.
The "What's Happening to My Body?" Book for Boys
Written by an experienced educator and her daughter in a
reassuring and down-to-earth style, The "What's
Happening to My Body?" Book for Boys gives sensitive
straight talk on: the body's changing size and shape; diet
and exercise; the growth spurt; the reproductive organs;
body hair; voice changes; romantic and sexual feelings;
and puberty in the opposite sex. It also includes
information on steroid abuse, acne treatment, sexually
transmitted diseases, AIDS, and birth control. Featuring
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detailed illustrations and real-life stories throughout, plus
an introduction for parents and a helpful resource section,
this bestselling growing-up guide is an essential puberty
education and health book for all boys ages 10 and up.
My Body
My Body Belongs to Me from My Head to My Toes
My Body, My Self for Girls
My Body Is Private
Does My Body Offend You?
Your body is amazing! It can move, grow and heal as well as
help you think, read and talk. Look after your brilliant body,
from eating well to exercising and keeping clean. Respect
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your body and make sure others respect it too. If you don't
want a hug or a kiss from friends or family, it's okay to say no.
Your body belongs to you! Take care of your body and it will
take care of you.
Short stories for children.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "My Body offers
a lucid examination of the mirrors in which its author has seen
herself, and her indoctrination into the cult of beauty as
defined by powerful men. In its more transcendent passages .
. . the author steps beyond the reach of any 'Pygmalion' and
becomes a more dangerous kind of beautiful. She becomes a
kind of god in her own right: an artist." —Melissa Febos, The
New York Times Book Review A "MOST ANTICIPATED"
AND "BEST OF FALL 2021" BOOK FOR * VOGUE * TIME *
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ESQUIRE * PEOPLE * USA TODAY * CHICAGO TRIBUNE *
LOS ANGELES TIMES * SHONDALAND * ALMA *
THRILLEST * NYLON * FORTUNE A deeply honest
investigation of what it means to be a woman and a
commodity from Emily Ratajkowski, the archetypal, multihyphenate celebrity of our time Emily Ratajkowski is an
acclaimed model and actress, an engaged political
progressive, a formidable entrepreneur, a global social media
phenomenon, and now, a writer. Rocketing to world fame at
age twenty-one, Ratajkowski sparked both praise and furor
with the provocative display of her body as an unapologetic
statement of feminist empowerment. The subsequent
evolution in her thinking about our culture’s commodification
of women is the subject of this book. My Body is a profoundly
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personal exploration of feminism, sexuality, and power, of
men's treatment of women and women's rationalizations for
accepting that treatment. These essays chronicle moments
from Ratajkowski’s life while investigating the culture’s
fetishization of girls and female beauty, its obsession with and
contempt for women’s sexuality, the perverse dynamics of
the fashion and film industries, and the gray area between
consent and abuse. Nuanced, fierce, and incisive, My Body
marks the debut of a writer brimming with courage and
intelligence.
The "What's Happening to My Body?" Book for Girls Written
by experienced educator and her daughter in a reassuring
and down-to-earth style, The "What's Happening to My
Body?" Book for Girls gives sensitive straight talk on: the
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body's changing size and shape; the growth spurt; breast
development; the reproductive organs; the menstrual cycle;
body hair; diet and exercise; romantic and sexual feelings;
and puberty in the opposite sex. It also includes information
on anorexia and bulimia, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS,
and birth control. Featuring detailed illustrations and real-life
stories throughout, plus an introduction for parents and a
helpful resource section, this bestselling growing-up is an
essential puberty education and health book for all girls ages
10 and up.
Embracing the Messiness of Faith and Motherhood
A Book to Teach Young Children How to Resist
Uncomfortable Touch
Is This Really My Body?
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It's MY Body
Embracing Friend Drama
A Novel

Geraldine Largay vanished in July 2013,
while hiking the Appalachian Trail in
Maine. Her disappearance sparked the
largest lost-person search in Maine
history, which culminated in her being
presumed dead. She was never again seen
alive.
Is This Really My Body features fictional
narratives paired with firsthand advice
from a licensed psychologist to help
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preteen and teen girls better understand
and prepare for physical changes during
adolescence. Topics include weight gain,
body odor and personal hygiene, zits,
birthmarks, braces, developing early
versus developing late, and first periods.
Throughout the book, Talk About It
questions encourage discussion. Additional
resources, a glossary, and an index are
also included. Is This Really My Body will
leave readers feeling prepared and
knowledgeable about their changing bodies.
Strong, Beautiful Girls is a series in
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Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO
Publishing Company.
New readers can discover how their body
works, inside and out. Clear, concise text
presents key body parts and how they
relate to the whole body, while relating
to readers' experience, such as feeling
their heartbeat on the outside. Colorful
photos and diagrams enhance understanding.
Discusses the senses, different parts of
the body, and how people use them.
And Other Tales
Tiny Tadpole
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Selected Texts
What's Happening to My Body? Book for Boys
What's Happening to My Body? Book for
Girls
Is It My Body?

Now adults can explain to children the difference
between appropriate and inappropriate touching
in a way that kids can understand. As a child,
there are constantly people trying to pick you up,
hug you, or tickle you. Sometimes, though,
children fall victims to people who try to touch
them inappropriately. But how do you tell
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someone, most likely an adult, that you don’t
want to be touched? Or, if it has already
happened, how do you tell an adult you trust
about what happened? You’re only a child, and
they’re the adults. Why would they believe you?
My Body Belongs to Me from My Head to My
Toes is an educational tool to help instill
confidence in children when it comes to their
bodies. The narrative of the story is led by a girl
named Clara, who encourages kids to say “no” if
they are uncomfortable with physical contact.
The narrator gives readers tips about what they
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can say or do to avoid unwanted physical
contact, or how to tell the right people in the
event it has already occurred. My Body Belongs
to Me from My Head to My Toes is an invaluable
resource that gives children a voice in
uncomfortable situations. “Written with a clear,
specific text, and illustrated with full-page,
colorful paintings, it gives children the “good
touch, bad touch” message in a safe and
comforting manner. The beginning contains a
message for adults from the International Center
for Assault Prevention, recommending the book
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as a teaching tool for self-awareness and
empowerment. Resources for adults are listed at
the end of the book. An effective instrument for
general nonfiction or picture-book shelves.”
—School Library Journal
From the author of the international bestseller
The Bride Stripped Bare comes the raw and
resonant story of a middle-aged wife and mother
who attempts to reclaim her lost sense of self by
exploring the memory of an old love affair, the
consequences of which have remained
unresolved for years. Nikki Gemmell is “one of
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the few truly original voices to emerge in a long
time” (Time Out New York), and With My Body is
a unique and captivating novel. Poetic and
boldly, unabashedly sensual, Gemmell’s
gorgeous writing and explosive content evoke
the seductive power of The Secret Life Of
Catherine M, Damage, and The Story of O, but
this instant classic bears a modern insight into
present-day sexuality and that could only come
from the intimate and invigorating voice of Nikki
Gemmell.
In this memoir of faith and faltering, musician
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Hammon, a Jewish New Yorker, offers a tender
and harrowing look inside American
evangelicalism through the lens of a convert in
search of a more progressive and fluid faith.
Part puzzle, part revenge tale, part ghost story,
this ingenious novel spins half a century of
Vietnamese history and folklore into “a thrilling
read, acrobatic and filled with verve” (The New
York Times). FINALIST FOR THE CENTER FOR
FICTION’S FIRST NOVEL PRIZE • LONGLISTED
FOR THE WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR FICTION • ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New
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York Times Book Review, NPR, Good
Housekeeping, and Kirkus Reviews • “Fiction as
daring and accomplished as Violet Kupersmith’s
first novel reignites my love of the form and its
kaleidoscopic possibilities.”—David Mitchell,
author of Cloud Atlas Two young women go
missing decades apart. Both are fearless, both
are lost. And both will have their revenge. 1986:
The teenage daughter of a wealthy Vietnamese
family loses her way in an abandoned rubber
plantation while fleeing her angry father and is
forever changed. 2011: A young, unhappy
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Vietnamese American woman disappears from
her new home in Saigon without a trace. The
fates of these two women are inescapably linked,
bound together by past generations, by ghosts
and ancestors, by the history of possessed
bodies and possessed lands. Alongside them,
we meet a young boy who is sent to a boarding
school for the métis children of French
expatriates, just before Vietnam declares its
independence from colonial rule; two Frenchmen
who are trying to start a business with the
Vietnam War on the horizon; and the employees
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of the Saigon Spirit Eradication Co., who find
themselves investigating strange occurrences in
a farmhouse on the edge of a forest. Each new
character and timeline brings us one step closer
to understanding what binds them all. Build Your
House Around My Body takes us from colonial
mansions to ramshackle zoos, from sweaty
nightclubs to the jostling seats of motorbikes,
from ex-pat flats to sizzling back-alley street
carts. Spanning more than fifty years of
Vietnamese history and barreling toward an
unforgettable conclusion, this is a time-traveling,
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heart-pounding, border-crossing fever dream of
a novel that will haunt you long after the last
page.
Me and My Body
When You Find My Body
My Body Is a Rainbow
This is my Body. “What stirs and differences
have these few words caused!” An extract &c.
showing how this subject was treated about 150
years ago
A War On My Rights
A book about body safety / Un libro sobre el
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cuidado contra el abuso sexual
Designed to help adults talk with toddlers and
preschoolers about sexual abuse in a way that
reduces embarrassment and fear and emphasizes
self-reliance and open communication, Itʼs MY Body
does not contain specific references and stories
about sexual abuse, a nod to the tender age of its
target audience. It does, however, emphasize how
childrenʼs feelings can help them make decisions
about sharing their bodies, and how to communicate
those decisions to others. The book introduces two
“touching codes,” which children can use to protect
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themselves when they are uncomfortable.
"Displacement, relocation, dissociation: each of
these terms elicits images of mass migration,
homelessness, statelessness, or outsiderness of
many kinds, too numerous to name. This book aims
to create opportunities for scholars, practitioners,
and silenced voices to share theories and stories of
progressive and transgressive music pedagogies
that challenge the ways music educators and
learners think about and practice their arts relative to
displacement. Displacement is defined as
encompassing all those who have been forced away
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from their locations by political, social, economic,
climate, and resource change, injustice, and
insecurity. This includes: - refugees and internally
displaced persons; - forced migrants; - indigenous
communities who have been forced off their
traditional lands; - people who have fled homes
because of their gender identity and sexual
orientation; - imprisoned individuals; - persons who
seek refuge for reasons of domestic and social
violence; - homeless persons and others who live in
transient spaces; - the disabled, who are relocated
involuntarily; and - the culturally dispossessed,
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whose languages and heritage have been taken
away from them. In the context of the first ever book
on displacement and music education, the authors
connect displacement to what music might become
to those peoples who find themselves between
spaces, parted from the familiar and the familial.
Through, in, and because of a variety of musical
participations, they contend that displaced peoples
might find comfort, inclusion, and welcome of some
kinds either in making new music or remembering
and reconfiguring past musical experiences.
Contributors are: #4459, Efi Averof Michailidou, Kat
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Bawden, Rachel Beckles Willson, Marie Bejstam,
Rhoda Bernard, Michele Cantoni, Mary L. Cohen,
Wayland "X" Coleman, Samantha Dieckmann, Irene
(Peace) Ebhohon, Con Fullam, Erin Guinup, Micah
Hendler, Hala Jaber, Shaylene Johnson, Arsène
Kapikian, Tou SaiKo Lee, Sarah Mandie, David
Nnadi, Marcia Ostashewski, Ulrike Präger, Q, Kate
Richards Geller, Charlotte Rider, Matt Sakakeeny,
Tim Seelig, Katherine Seybert, Brian Sullivan,
Mathilde Vittu, Derrick Washington, Henriette Weber,
Mai Yang Xiong, Keng Chris Yang, and Nelli
Yurina"-Page 28/52
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How does your body work? This fun human anatomy
book helps kids 8-12 answer that question through
awesome, hands-on STEAM/STEM experiments and
activities. Entertaining and interactive, The Human
Body Book for Kids shows curious kids how their
body systems help them move, breathe, fight
infections, and keep them alive! Filled with
fascinating information about human anatomy, this
exciting science book features: • More than 40
STEAM experiments and activities that help kids
learn about their amazing bodies. • Full-color
illustrations and photographs that highlight the cells,
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tissues, organs and body systems as well as explain
the steps and outcomes of the experiments. • A
doctor author, an MD who works with both children
and adults and is an expert on the human body
inside and out. • Weird and wonderful facts about the
human body: Did you know that youʼre about 1 cm
taller in the morning than the evening? That a baby
is born with 300 bones but has only 206 by the time
theyʼre an adult? That some children are born with
an extra set of ribs surrounding the lungs called
“gorilla ribs”? • Learning and fun together: Kids will
create models, eat experiments, and show off their
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STEAM skills to family and friends. Endorsed by the
co-founder of Appleʼs Siri, this educational book is a
great resource for answering kidsʼ questions about
how their bodies work.
Learn from home and explore the world with these
fun and easy board books! Young children are
fascinated by their eyes, ears, nose, fingers, and
toes. Hereʼs a Hello, World! board book that teaches
toddlers all about the human body, with shapes,
sizes, colors, and super-simple facts. Hello, World! is
a series designed to introduce first nonfiction
concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and
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easy terms and featuring bright, cheerful illustrations,
Hello, World! makes learning fun for young children.
And each sturdy page offers helpful prompts for
engaging with your child. ("How many fingers can
you count on each hand?") It's a perfect way to bring
science and nature into the busy world of a toddler,
where learning never stops. Look for all the books in
the Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather
•Backyard Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How
Do Apples Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets
•Arctic Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest
Animals •Planet Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks
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•Music •Baby Animals •On the Farm
Hello, World! My Body
Rediscovering My Body
Music Education and Displacement
A Memoir
A War On My Body
A Memoir of Religious and Romantic Obsession
"A picture book about different bodies around
the world and why we each love our bodies"-Kneeling at the Communion rail, Hannah Shanks
trembled as she received the bread and cup.
Hours before, she had discovered she was
pregnant. She heard the familiar words—"The
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body of Christ, broken for you; The blood of
Christ, shed for you" as if for the first
time. She remembered Jesus' words: "This is
my body." Shanks realized that these words
not only describe Jesus' death but also apply
to every birth that has taken place.
Suddenly, she felt a closer connection to
God. This Is My Body is organized around the
framework of Communion, a central act of the
Christian faith. Part personal narrative and
part reflection on scripture from a woman's
point of view, this book is about finding a
new relationship to the acts of Christian
community through the experiences of a
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woman's body, including pregnancy and
childbirth. Though the book centers on
women's experiences, it offers an opportunity
for women and men to consider how they too
might be freed in the gospel proclamation,
"This is my body; This is my blood." The
author approaches motherhood with an
understanding of its sacred nature and its
profound ability to change her identity. She
battles church stereotypes attached to
mothering and emerges with a deeper
understanding of herself and her relationship
to the Holy.
"My Body, My Home is a guide, a meditation, a
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tender opportunity, and a journey back home
to yourself. It's an invitation to rewrite
the stories of your body, explore embodied
ways of being, and uncover how deeply you
belong to yourself, others, and the universe.
May this book be a refuge to marvel at the
nuance and complexity that makes you
remarkably human."--Back cover.
Wellness expert Mallika Chopra speaks to a
younger audience in this new picture book
about feeling emotions in your body through
color. Did you know that your body is
absolutely amazing? It can do so many things
at the same time, explore the world both
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inside and outside, and help you feel the
feelings deep down inside. When you start to
feel big feelings, it's helpful to use
colors, words, and breath to explore your
body and to make yourself calmer and more at
peace. In wellness expert Mallika Chopra's
debut picture book, she helps children
imagine a rainbow of colors radiating from
their body and combines this color connection
with breathing exercises to help them relieve
stress, tension, fears, and sadness and to
feel happier and more at peace. My Body Is a
Rainbow, adapted from her middle grade
guidebook Just Feel, is sure to be a go-to
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resource for parents, caregivers, and
educators to help preschool-aged children
feel safe, creative, strong, loved, unique,
wise, and perfect just the way they are.
This Is My Body
With My Body
My Body was Left on the Street
All I Asking for Is My Body
My Body, The Buddhist
My Body Belongs to Me / Mi cuerpo me
pertenece
A timely story of two teenagers who discover the power of
friendship, feminism, and standing up for what you believe in,
no matter where you come from. A collaboration between two
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gifted authors writing from alternating perspectives, this
compelling novel shines with authenticity, courage, and
humor. Malena Rosario is starting to believe that
catastrophes come in threes. First, Hurricane María
destroyed her home, taking her unbreakable spirit with it.
Second, she and her mother are now stuck in Florida, which
is nothing like her beloved Puerto Rico. And third, when she
goes to school bra-less after a bad sunburn and is humiliated
by the school administration into covering up, she feels like
she has no choice but to comply. Ruby McAllister has a
reputation as her school's outspoken feminist rebel. But back
in Seattle, she lived under her sister’s shadow. Now her sister
is teaching in underprivileged communities, and she’s in a
Florida high school, unsure of what to do with her future, or if
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she’s even capable making a difference in the world. So
when Ruby notices the new girl is being forced to cover up
her chest, she is not willing to keep quiet about it. Neither
Malena nor Ruby expected to be the leaders of the school's
dress code rebellion. But the girls will have to face their own
insecurities, biases, and privileges, and the ups and downs in
their newfound friendship, if they want to stand up for their
ideals and––ultimately––for themselves.
Empowering children to understand that they have a right to
be treated appropriately, especially their private parts, is an
important step toward reducing the risk of prolonged sexual
abuse. Experts promote, in addition to parental education,
educating children to know when a body safety rule is broken
and that it is always right to tell are essential to protecting
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children.
"My Body Politic begins in the midst of the turmoil over
Vietnam and concludes with a meditation on the U.S.
involvement in the current war in Iraq and the war's wounded
veterans. While a memoir of the author's gradual political
awakening, My Body Politic is filled with adventure,
celebration, and rock and roll - Salvador Dali, James Brown,
and Jimi Hendrix all make cameo appearances."--Jacket.
What's happening to my body? Is this normal? This fact-filled
journal and activity book makes it fun for girls to find answers
to their many questions about the physical and emotional
changes that accompany puberty. With quizzes, checklists,
games, and illustrations throughout, My Body, My Self for
Girls also includes journal pages and lots of personal stories
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addressing girls' concerns, experiences, and feelings during
this new stage of their lives.
How Does My Body Work? Human Body Book for Kids
My Body Is My Body
STEAM Experiments and Activities for Kids 8-12
My Body Is a Book of Rules
My Body, My Home
A Radical Guide to Resilience and Belonging

The choreographer argues that the body and the self is
the focal point of artistic consciousness and explains
this theory in chapters titled "my body likes to rest"
and "my body finds energy in surrender."
Julie, who is eight or nine, talks about privacy and
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about saying "no" to touching that makes her
uncomfortable.
My BodyMetropolitan Books
"Listening to My Body is an engaging and interactive
picture book that introduces children to the practice of
paying attention to their bodies. Through a
combination of story, and simple experiential
activities, it guides them through the process of
noticing and naming their feelings and the physical
sensations that accompany them so that they can build
on their capacity to engage mindfully, self-regulate
and develop a deeper sense of well-being."-I Love My Body Because
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My Body Is Special and Private
It's My Body
A Guide to Helping Kids Understand the Connection
Between Their Sensations (what the Heck are Those?)
and Feelings So that They Can Get Better at Figuring
Out what They Need
A Book about Body Privacy for Young Children
A Book about Body Privacy

This novel, written in dialect, reveals the everyday
elements and dimensions of life in Hawaii.
Throughout the 1980s and early '90s, Kim
Gordon—widely known as a founding member of the
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influential band Sonic Youth—produced a series of
writings on art and music. Ranging from neoConceptual artworks to broader forms of cultural
criticism, these rare texts are brought together in this
volume for the first time, placing Gordon's writing
within the context of the artist-critics of her generation,
including Mike Kelley, John Miller, and Dan Graham.
In addressing key stakes within contemporary art,
architecture, music, and the performance of male and
female gender roles, Gordon provides a prescient
analysis of such figures as Kelley, Glenn Branca,
Rhys Chatham, Tony Oursler, and Raymond Pettibon,
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in addition to reflecting on her own position as a
woman on stage. The result—Is It My Body?—is a
collection that feels as timely now as when it was
written. This volume additionally features a
conversation between Gordon and Jutta Koether, in
which they discuss their collaborations in art, music,
and performance. Institut für Kunstkritik Series
Amazing facts come together with fun, easy-to-do
crafts in this STEAM-centric celebration of the human
body. Learn amazing facts like how germs can make
you sick, why you have a belly button, and how your
senses work. Then create wonderful crafts, like a
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beautiful family tree, a homemade stethoscope, and
gingerbread skeletons, combining reading skills,
STEAM concepts, and hands-on family fun. Discover
what a family tree is, then create one yourself. Explore
your amazing fingerprints, then decorate a beautiful
picture frame with them. Make a paper skeleton or
play a game about digestion. This is a perfect
package for a little learner who wants to know all
about what's going on inside their body!
Sometimes we get lost and we need help to find our
way. Sometimes we listen too much to what is
happening outside ourselves and forget what is real
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for us. Sometimes this occurs continuously, creating a
lot of noise, and it becomes difficult to discern what is
true. You are not alone. We contain infinite wisdom in
our bodies that needs to be listened to. When we
listen, we can know ourselves better and love
ourselves more. Listening to ourselves is one of the
most vital skills of our lives. Yet, it is one that is often
not taught as a separate and essential skill. In this
guidebook, Rediscovering My Body, we will honor that
listening by understanding that it involves more than
our ears. Every fiber of our being transports
information. When we can receive that, in the
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multitude of ways that it comes, we can begin to
inform our decisions, our ideas, our lives with what is
true and best for us. It is from this place that we can
be in a better relationship with ourselves and others.
Ready for more? Rediscovering My Body is a
guidebook for women who have lost their way to inner
wisdom and want a way back to listening, knowing,
and loving their bodies, themselves, and their lives.
We are not meant to do this life alone. This book offers
a path. Come explore together.
Teacher Edition
Build Your House Around My Body
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The Color of My Feelings
My Body Politic
Revised Edition
The Disappearance of Geraldine Largay on the
Appalachian Trail
A War on My Body; A War on My Rights--a profoundly
personal and collaborative book led by Texas high school
Valedictorian Paxton Smith, with contributions from
numerous reproductive rights activists and public
personalities, including renowned women's rights lawyer
Gloria Allred, reproductive and immigrant justice warrior
Sadie Hernandez, New York Congresswoman Carolyn B.
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Maloney, victims rights attorney Judie Saunders and former
Texas Senator Wendy Davis. The book will be released on
January 22, 2022 --49 years after the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled to protect a pregnant woman's rights to abortion in the
landmark Roe vs. Wade case.A riveting, educational, and
powerful assemblage from a multitude of global leaders,
entertainers, educators, medical and legal professionals
spanning several generations and walks of life. A War on My
Body; A War on My Rights chronicles the history of
abortion rights, its role in gender equality and its cruciality to
healthcare infrastructure while offering a mosaic of raw,
passionate perspective of the crisis concerning women's
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reproductive rights and the dire impending consequences
should the right to choose wane in the United States and on
a global scale. It is a tribute to leadership and advocacy,
illuminating the voices of those willing to take a stand on an
issue that has long been cloaked in controversy and
dishonor.
Listening to My Body
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